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Abstract - Medical devices are a subject of strict safety regulations due to possible damage to the patients and operators. For example, an emergency stop action has to guide the medical device into a safe state, so that the patient is protected from a collision. Such action must be performed with absolute certainty in function. With the help of the system design tool ML Designer the medical device as an overall system is modeled already in the early design phases. This approach concerns an event-oriented system thus asking for the DE-domain (DE - discrete event) modeling by MLDesigner. By suitable test scenarios the overall system can be simulated and validated. The developed model will have the specifications of the design and the implementation of the safety system. First we develop the VHDL code. This code can be again simulated and validated before the system is implemented. The paper also gives an extension of MLDesigner, so that now the VHDL description of the safety system is in the context of the modeled overall system. By integration of lower level specifications into executable abstract models the fault liability can be decreased significantly through complete design process. This methodology ensures substantial improvement of the functional safety of medical devices. Based on that design flow we developed and validated a safety board supervising the standard event-driven components to be used in medical devices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern medical systems implement an increasing number of features at the same time of complying with rising requirements. The resulting complexity of a system is handled by integration of digital electronics and software to handle communication of subsystems. A product development demands collaboration and interaction of different engineering disciplines, all using their specific languages, notations, design methods and tools. A typical medical system consists of, but is not limited to, mechanical, electrical, electronic and software subsystems. The growing number of subsystems and the complexity caused by their interaction in a product makes it impossible to foresee all
planned and unwanted effects (that could cause failures) by a development engineer focused on one field. Therefore, the simulation models have to be employed to analyze and optimize a design at each stage of a design flow. Engineers of different disciplines, to cooperate in design of heterogeneous systems, need a unified and comprehensive simulation of a system as a whole using a single environmental model. There are different ways to achieve this. One way is to use a single general simulator that provides special libraries or extensions for every field of engineering incorporated into the design. Another way would be to link several simulators customized to distinct fields of engineering to co-simulate a whole system. In this paper we present a link between the simulators MLDesigner and GHDL, to support a seamless design flow of digital systems, [1].

2. MLDESIGNER

“MLDesigner is a software system for the design of missions, systems, products, and chips”, [2]. Systems are modeled by hierarchical block diagrams, connectivity and program source code forming an executable model (Fig. 1). Each block has a distinct type, defined by shape, input and output ports.

![Fig. 1. MLDesigner modeling elements](image)

A module is a block consisting of modeling elements and their connectivity. It is used to group elements related within a system, to name them, and to hide complexity. Module blocks can be used to build subsystems that are instanced multiple times. Modules must not contain instances of themselves directly or indirectly in most MLDesigner domains.

A primitive block contains the Ptolemy language source code to model functionalities. While primitives are usually not a composition of other modeling elements an MLDesigner system contrary to a primitive is not part of any other modeling block but contains all other elements of a design. MLDesigner systems act like test-benches of other modeling elements an that domain manage execution (simulation or code generation) of the modeling element, thus are responsible for the simulation semantics of a model.

3. GHDL

GHDL (G Hardware Design Language, where G has no meaning) is a free VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language) simulator developed by Tristan Gingold [3] under the GPL (General Public License). It is a language frontend in GCC (Gnu Compiler Collection), programmed in Ada. GHDL analyses, elaborates and compiles an executable simulator out of VHDL input sources. The compiled simulator, when running, simulates the design and writes a trace file of its signal values. VHDL language features to input and output files and to print or report messages.

The front-end parse a VHDL source and generates an intermediate internal representation of the source which is then passed to the code generator backend of the GCC. GHDL features several methods to interface the compiled simulator, the simulator linking between MLDesigner and GHDL. here has been implemented using the VPI interface that is stacked on top of GHDL’s PLI/programming language interface AVHPI.

GHDL further is able to print sources with references as HTML easily.

4. VHDLS DOMAIN

In the following section the implementation of the VHDLS domain in MLDesigner is described. This domain communicates to a GHDL compiled simulator for designing digital circuits.

To represent the structure of a VHDL design in MLDesigner, a relation of structural elements in VHDL and structural elements in MLDesigner is proposed in Table 1. A VHDL test-bench is an element of a design necessary to start a simulation. It is usually composed of the model under design and a model of its environment that generates inputs to the system and analyses outputs from the system. A VHDL test-bench corresponds to an MLDesigner system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHDL</th>
<th>MLD VHDLS domain</th>
<th>MLD MML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test-bench</td>
<td>MLDesigner System</td>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port</td>
<td>Port</td>
<td>Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>Primitive</td>
<td>Primitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mapping VHDL structure to MLDesigner (extract).

A port in a VHDL model is mapped to a port in an MLDesigner model. Ports in VHDL can be of type input (in), output (out) or they can be of bidirectional type (in-out). Only the input and output port types are mapped, bi-directional typed ports are currently unsupported. Typical uses of in-out ports are data busses of processors. An intermediate solution to interface in-out ports in the VHDLS domain is to direct the data of an in-out typed port inside a VHDL model to one input and one output port of a wrapping both, the entity and architecture.
5. STRUCTURAL CONVERSION

Now it is described the methods developed to derive the structure of an existing VHDL design and to convert the derived structure to a hierarchical MLDesigner representation in the VHDLs domain.

Following is a list of terms used in VHDL and its grammar.

- A design in VHDL is described by one or more design files.
- Each design file contains one or more design units.
- A design unit can contain any number of entity declarations and architecture bodies (among other language constructions).

An entity declaration can contain a formal port clause in its entity header. Port names, types and data types of an entity to be used in the conversion are derived out of the formal port clause:

```
entity_declaration ::= 
  entity_identifier is 
  entity_header 
  entity_declarative_part 
  [ begin 
    entity.stateent_part 
  end ] 
  entity_header ::=
  [ formal_generic_clause ]
  [ formal_port_clause ]
```

An architecture body has a name identifier, and refers to the entity it implements by its entity name. The architecture body contains an architecture declarative part and an architecture statement part. The architecture declarative part can have component declarations to be instantiated in the architecture statement part.

```
architecture_body ::= 
  architecture_identifier of entity_name is 
  architecture_declarative_part 
  begin 
    architecture_statement_part 
  end [ architecture ] 
  architecture_declarative_part ::= 
  { block_declarative_item }
```

```
component_declaration ::= 
  component_identifier [ is ] 
  [ local_generic_clause ] 
  [ local_port_clause ] 
  end component [ component_simple_name ];
```

A component declaration has a name identifier that refers to the name of its entity and a local port clause that has to redeclare ports of the formal port clause of its entity.

```
architecture_statement_part ::= 
  { concurrent_statement }
```

```
concurrent_statement ::= 
  block_statement 
  | process_statement 
  | concurrent_procedure_call_statement 
  | concurrent_assertion_statement 
  | concurrent_signal_assignment_statement 
  | component_instantiation_statement 
  | generate_statement 
```

```
component_instantiation_statement ::= 
  instantiation_label : instantiated_unit 
  [ generic_map_aspect ] 
  [ port_map_aspect ];
```

Instead of developing a new parser to extract the structure of a VHDL design, the GHDL has been extended to export its internal VHDL structure representation, called IIR, to XML format after parsing.

An --xml command line switch has been added that outputs an XML representation of the design. A patch extending GHDL will be available at [4]. XML is a widespread language to describe and exchange structured data. Most of the today programming languages feature libraries to handle XML. By generating XML out of VHDL it is possible to use these high level programming languages to operate on VHDL designs without having to develop a parser in the first place. For example, if inner nodes of such an XML tree representation contain tags that represent parsed non-terminals, obtaining the names of all component instantiation statements of a distinct architecture in a design...
The only solution is, to develop the system model based. Means, first an overall model is to be specified even with MLDesigner. System requirements are transformed in a formal model. The figure below shows the top level MLDesigner Model of the developed medical device. Based on this executable specification simulations can be done right now in the early design phases, [12]. The simulation of the system allows a validation, hence faults can be found in the early design stages.

![Fig. 3. Top level MLDesigner Model of the developed medical device](image)

With that formal model we have now a specification for designing the safety board. One of the logic functions of the safety board is the emergency stop.

$$y = (x_0 \land x_1 \lor x_2 \land x_3 \lor x_4 \land x_5 \lor x_6 \land x_7 \lor x_8) \land x_{\text{test}}$$

This equation is easy and can be specified in VHDL, simulated and implemented. Figure 4 shows the final implementation.

But the point is that the safety board must work under all conditions being embedded as the top priority subsystem in the medical device. Does this work? With the help of the explained tool linking between the GHDL simulator and MLDesigner the in VHDL specified emergency stop functions could be validated.

![Fig. 4. The Hardware implementation of the safety board](image)

We could proof successfully during all design phases that the emergency board works as well as the final implemented system.

8. CONCLUSIONS

A link between simulators of design in the standardized and widely used hardware description language VHDL and MLDesigner has been developed to support the design of digital systems. Integrating a VHDL simulator into MLDesigner enables design flows using a single environmental model or test-bench in specification, development, integration, test and evaluation. These design
steps have been carried out and validated in a short explained small example. A tool coupling has been used to simulate the whole medical devices with the synthesized the Safety board. Since a vast amount of new processor architectures are now released along with their hardware description, the tool coupling can be seen as one step further into the direction of unified hardware/software co-simulation and verification based on MLDesigner framework.
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